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NEXT CLUB MEETING:

Every third Tuesday of the month
Next Meeting:
January 18 2022
19h00 for 19h30
Wanderer's Club
Come early and join us for supper in the restaurant. Good food, great company!

PS We’re hoping to see you at the End-of-Year breakfast

AT NICK'S SUPER VENUE – The Swiss Hotel School
https://www.swisshotelschool.co.za/contact-us

THE SWISS HOTEL SCHOOL
ON SUNDAY DECEMBER 5 2021 AT 9.30 FOR 10.00 AM
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SPEAKERS
Organiser: John Blackmore
083 302 3929
blakkers1@gmail.com
Tuesday, 18 January 2022
Peter Greaves
Ecuador – Middle of the World
Ecuador is the ideal name for a country so neatly spread across the Equator. Quito
is a city at 2,800m in the Andes and is located in the Valley of Volcanoes. Going
east or west from Quito will put you into the cloud forests of the Eastern or Western
slopes with an abundance of Hummingbirds, Tanagers and many other species.
With over 1500 species, Ecuador is ranked 5th in world birding circles.
After visiting Quito, the "Middle of the Earth" monument and climbing the Volcano
Cotopaxi to over 4,750m we will travel to the western slopes cloud forest and stay
at our base, Sachatamia Lodge which is located on the Equator. At the Lodge
there are feeders for Hummingbirds, Toucans and Tanagers, which must be the
most colourful family of all birds, alongside quite a few other species. We will take
daily trips around the region and spend time visiting various reserves at different
altitudes as we experience that bird species change quite quickly with those
altitude variations.
Peter Greaves

Peter is an old friend of the CBC and he has spoken to us
several times in the past – the last talk was in January this
year on Ethiopia.
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Peter has built a database with every species and many subspecies of bird in the
world (almost 11 000 records) and knows exactly what, where, when, and how
often he has see more than the 3 000 birds on his life list. Over 1 150 of them have
been photographed.

UPCOMING DAY OUTINGS

Organiser: Bev Williams
063 140 6344
bevjwil@gmail.com

There is no outing in December. The next one to diarise will be on January 30
2022. Bev will be taking us to Marievale for the annual CWAC count.
More information to follow.

UPCOMING MID-MONTH OUTINGS
Organiser: Lester Niss
082 5704641
lestern256@gmail.com
No outing has been planned for December, but watch this space for events in
2022!
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BIRDING BIG DAY 2021 REPORT BACK
Seven members met near Parys at 06h30: the weather was looking hopeful,
overcast and cool, but light and not threatening.
We started our bird list for BirdLife's Birding Big Day (BBD) Challenge and
continued birding as we travelled along the road towards our ultimate venue,
Koedoeslaagte.
Koedoeslaagte is situated in the area of the Vredefort Dome, the landscape is quite
hilly and the vegetation varied. Although in a grassland biome, the unique
geological heritage of the area has resulted in many unusual variations. Bushveld
trees normally found hundreds of kilometres to the north are present, such as Bush
Willow, Red Ivory and there are large stands of Wild Olives.
Once we reached Koedoeslaagte, we set off on the riverside path. We had barely
got started when the sky turned black and the thunder and lightning started. We
turned back and reached the picnic area just as the heavens opened and the rain
came down. We were able to take shelter in a barn at the venue and the rain let
up for long enough for us to retrieve some refreshments from our vehicles. We
spent a couple of hours enjoying morning tea! As a club, we have been extremely
lucky weatherwise – this is the first time I can recall an outing being washed out
since I joined the club.
Regarding the BBD challenge, 319 teams entered the challenge nationally (33
teams in North West Province). Notwithstanding the weather, the Jacobins (the
Cuckoo Club team) recorded 28 species and were ranked 158 nationally, and 20 in
the North West Province.
The leading team nationally recorded 329 species in Limpopo, in the
Polokwane/Tzaneen area. A total of 667 species was recorded overall, 40 684
records were submitted.
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Bev Williams

Pin-tailed Whydah and Long-tailed Paradise Whydah

Thanks for this wonderful pic – two beautiful birds!

Dennis Townsend
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FROM OUR INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENT

See more superb photos
in the Web Pages
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Mo Bellis
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BIRDLIFE SOUTH AFRICA NEWS
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CREATURE FEATURE

The Surprising Architecture in Bees’ Honeycombs
The insects’ hives are more complicated than researchers thought


Saugat Bolakhe November 1, 2021

Credit: Getty Images
Charles Darwin
described bees'
ability to build perfect
honeycombs as “the
most wonderful of all
known instincts.”
Each hexagonal cell
is so precisely
constructed and so
neatly arrayed that a
comb is a visual treat.
Now new research into how honeybees incorporate different cell sizes into a
flawless-looking grid—and seamlessly merge combs built from multiple directions
at once—reveals remarkable adaptability.
Adjacent honey storage cells are typically uniform in size, but bees must build
some larger cells for rearing drones and smaller ones for workers. They also have
to align and join comb grids being constructed from separate starting points.
Understanding how bees accomplish all of this so elegantly “is an old quest,” says
Auburn University behavioral ecologist Michael Smith.
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Credit: Brown Bird Design; Source: “Imperfect Comb Construction Reveals the
Architectural Abilities of Honeybees,” by Michael L. Smith, Nils Napp and Kirstin H.
Peterson, in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA, Vol. 118;
August 3, 2021.

For a study in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA, Smith
and his colleagues measured 19,000 comb cells from 12 colonies of Italian
honeybees. Using automated image analysis, they examined the centers and
vertices of these cells to find variations in their shapes and sizes. “We just couldn't
extract the precise measurement of thousands of cells until we had this new
automated method,” Smith says.

The researchers found that bees made clever adjustments to transition between
sizes and merge combs as cleanly as possible. The insects utilized patterns of
irregular shapes (mostly pairs of heptagons and pentagons) and manipulated comb
cells' size and orientation so craftily that their ability can be considered “a true
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architectural skill,” the researchers write.
“The hexagonal grid structure of a honeycomb—constructed by a leaderless
collective of hundreds of bees—lends itself to speculation that robotic, innate
behavior must be at work,” says Queen Mary University entomologist Lars Chittka,
who was not involved with the study. “But a simple robot does not have such a
level of adaptability and rate of error recovery.”

Raghavendra Gadagkar, who studies insect behavior at the Indian Institute of
Science, Bangalore, and who was also not part of the study, suggests that
examining how bees coordinate comb building can help advance robotics.
“Imagine,” he says, “if we could program such wits of honeybees in real-world
robots.”

MABULA GROUND HORNBILL PROJECT UPDATES
The Mabula Ground Hornbill Project was recently announced as one of six
recipients of the Whitley Award, which is presented by the UK-based Whitley Fund
for Nature. To hear Sir David Attenborough talk about our work as he presented
the awards virtually was the most incredible experience for all the dedicated people
who have worked so hard to understand Southern Ground-Hornbills and find ways
to keep them safe. The project would never have made it without you, so each and
every one of our team sends our supporters a massive thank you for helping us to
achieve our goals.

Then, as a bonus, BirdLife South Africa presented the project with a prestigious
Eagle Owl Award – wonderful recognition of our work in such a beautiful form.
Award ceremonies are less fun via Zoom, but we are extremely grateful for all the
attention being focused on Southern Ground-Hornbills. Our heartfelt
congratulations go to all the other award winners too – amazing work is being done
for birds in South Africa and conservation around the world.
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We at the Mabula Ground Hornbill Project encourage contributions from citizen
scientists as part of our National Monitoring Plan and were delighted to receive this
photograph taken by Morné Vermeulen of an incredible sighting of Southern
Ground-Hornbills. It shows an adult male and a sub-adult presenting a united and
threatening front to a circling Tawny Eagle in a bid to appear as intimidating and
dangerous as possible. The hornbills had been carrying food items to an active
nest when the Tawny Eagle attempted to swoop in and snatch their prey. This is
just one of the many photos of sightings sent to us each month.
We’re very happy to report that a
group of three Southern GroundHornbills has been released
successfully into a new site. With the
assistance of the reserve’s ecology
team, we set up the temporary aviary
in just a day and brought in the pairbonded group on 22 July. The four-week acclimatisation period passed smoothly
and then the group was released into the reserve and has stayed together ever
since. As this group is located in the foothills of the Waterberg, near our
headquarters, it forms part of our strategic core of Mabula–Marakele breeding
groups. Our goal is to establish at least 10 breeding groups as a viable selfsustaining population in Limpopo. The next priority will be to resolve the growing
gene flow gap in northern Zululand; we hope to reconnect the Limpopo–
Mpumalanga population with the KwaZulu-Natal–Eastern Cape population.
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This adult female was one
of the redundant second
chicks we rescued from a
wild nest and now she is
ready to take on the role of
a breeding female in a
reintroduced wild group.

One of the reintroduced birds
flying where Southern GroundHornbills haven’t flown for years.
Kyle Brand, a lecturer at the
Tshwane University of
Technology, and some of his students have developed ‘super nests’ for the
ground-hornbills and continue to improve on their design. The latest version is
pieced together more quickly and easily than previous ones, as an automated laser
cutter produces the individual panels for alignment. The new nests are also lighter
(at 30kg) and allow improved air flow for climate control within the nests. We hope
to have 20 of these new nests available for the start of the 2021 breeding season!
If you are interested in sponsoring a nest, please get in touch with us
(www.ground-hornbill.org.za).
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The Mabula Ground Hornbill Project
has recently provided some
individuals of the BirdLife Zimbabwe
team with the skills needed to
establish the conservation status of
their country’s Southern GroundHornbills by using the power of
citizen science. The determined
team has now set up seven
WhatsApp champion groups and the sightings are starting to flood in. We hope to
add more groups in the coming weeks and months. What started as a theoretical
plan for monitoring a widespread, low-density species in South Africa has become
a reality and it is working like a charm.

In South Africa, more than 500 sighting records come in per month; now Namibia
and Zimbabwe are picking up steam and a few other range states are setting up
their own national reporting networks. It is gratifying to know that a network of
citizen scientists who love ground-hornbills can provide a wealth of data on the
birds’ density across the range and their persistence outside protected areas.
We’re excited that the Covid-19 vaccine is finally widely available! As our team
members get their jabs, we’re preparing for the coming breeding season. The
ground-hornbills are getting vaccinated too – but there’s not a needle in sight.
Avian avulavirus 1, which leads to Newcastle disease, is a threat to Southern
Ground Hornbill populations and we’ve given the vaccine to both captive and
reintroduced birds. It is administered through their food, so no stressful captures or
injections are necessary, and it will help to maintain a healthy reintroduction
population that we hope will produce new – and healthy – chicks for future
reintroductions.
And to ensure that the 2021 rearing season runs smoothly, we’ve put some
finishing touches to the Baobab Rearing Facility. The protruding front of each unit
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helps to create a healthy distance between humans/rearers on the outside and the
hornbill chick inside. At the back of each unit is the aviary the chick will fledge into
as it start its journey to becoming an adult hornbill in the reintroduction
programme.

With the invaluable and much-appreciated assistance of Tincup Animation,
Triggerfish Animation, Sonic Studios (Durban) and Sonovision (Gauteng), we are
producing a conservation animation that will be another tool in our ever-growing kit
to help raise awareness about the Southern Ground Hornbill and improve
conservation efforts throughout its natural range. Dr John Kani (English and
isiXhosa) and Dr Gcina Mphlophe (isiZulu) have done incredible voice-overs for the
animation, and I was delighted to be able to spend some time with Dr Kani during
the recording process.

Dr Lucy Kemp, Manager,
Mabula Ground Hornbill
Project and Dr John Kani
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WHY ARE BIRDS EGGS COLOURFUL?

New research shows it’s linked to the shape of their nests
October 27, 2021 9.11pm SAST
Of all the vertebrates on Earth – that is, animals with backbones – birds are the
only ones that lay colourful eggs. Scientists are still unsure why, but new research
brings us a step closer to finding out.
In a study published today in the journal
Evolution, my colleagues and I reveal how the
colours of songbird eggs diversified alongside
the evolution of “open cup” nests, more than 40
million years ago.
Why are eggs colourful?
Scientists are not entirely sure why birds lay
such colourful eggs. Current theories fall into
two main categories.
The first is that colour helps protect the eggs
from environmental factors such as extreme
cold or rain. Eggs with darker pigments heat up
faster and maintain heat longer than white eggs. Pigments have also been shown
to help strengthen thinner eggshells.
Eggshells can show areas of thinning, usually when the female’s diet is lacking
calcium. This can often result from the use of pesticides, including DDT, in the wild
– as they can dissolve or contaminate otherwise nutritious food such as snail
shells.
Females have been shown to deposit pigments in the same spots where a shell is
thinner (and more prone to breaking) – a bit like covering it with plaster. This may
17
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reinforce the shell and help keep it structurally sound.
We know the pigments are produced in the female’s uterus during the shell’s
formation, but it’s still not known how different colours and complex patterns are
applied to the shell while the egg is still inside the female.
The second theory is that colour provides a survival advantage, either by
camouflaging the eggs from predators or parasites, or by signalling the female’s
reproductive fitness to potential partners. More colourful eggs, particularly
blue, signify the mother is healthy and can spare resources for her babies.
How is the colour made?
All the colours we see in bird eggs stem from just two pigments, one brown and the
other blue. Different concentrations of these two pigments create the vast range of
egg colours we see today.
Until 2017, scientists
believed laying
colourful eggs was a
trait unique to birds.
But as it turns out, the
same pigments can be
found in
fossilised dinosaur
eggs too.
Researchers also found a link between dinosaurs’ nesting behaviour and egg
colour. Specifically, they discovered dinosaurs that laid their eggs in partially open
nests (rather than burying them like crocodiles) had colour in their eggshells.
Nest-building through time
Until about 40 million years ago, songbirds built complex dome-shaped nests with
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insulated walls and roofs. Over time, however, they evolved the ability to create the
open cup nests we see more commonly today.
Birds exhibit fantastic dexterity when building nests. Using only their beaks and
feet, they can weave an array of nests ranging from relatively rudimentary designs
to substantial, intricately woven structures.
The nests must have enough structural integrity to hold both the eggs and the
weight of an incubating parent without being punctured. They must also stay intact
while parents move around, hatched chicks start wriggling, and during rainfall and
harsh winds.
Now, our research has found a link between eggshell colour and changes in nest
construction. Specifically, birds have gone from laying a narrower range of
coloured eggs (mainly white or dark brown) in closed dome nests, to a wider
variety of colours (white, pink, olive, blue, pink and brown) in cup nests.
The transition to cup nests means the eggs are exposed when the incubating
parent leaves to forage. During these foraging bouts, eggs are much more
vulnerable to falling outside the temperature range needed to survive.
If they get too cold or hot, the embryos die. They’re also more exposed to passing
predators looking for a snack.
Parasitic cuckoos lay their eggs inside other birds’ nests, and match their eggs to
those already in the nest. Perhaps colour started playing an essential role in host
parents’ evolutionary attempts to thwart the cuckoos?
Back when nests were mostly closed, and eggs hidden, the host wouldn’t have
needed to produce colourful eggs to distinguish them from the cuckoo’s. Similarly,
cuckoos wouldn’t have needed to match their eggs with the host’s.
Our research found that laying colourful eggs is a flexible trait, and was lost and
regained multiple times during songbirds’ evolutionary history. Moreover, birds that
19
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evolved to make cup nests lost and regained this trait twice as many times as birds
that still make closed nests today.
Onward, upward
In the 1800s naturalists had a fascination with birds’ eggs, and it became common
to own extensive egg collections. The ultimate goal for collectors, other than
prestige, was to have as many different species as possible.
Today, collecting specimens is quite understandably illegal. But those old
collections do come in handy.
For our work, we were able to draw on extensive egg collections donated to
museums in Australia. We measured the egg colours of more than 250 different
species of Australian songbird, took photographs, and analysed them against their
evolutionary histories.
Many of the eggs from museum collections also come with geographical locations.
We’re grateful to early naturalists for making extensive notes on where, when and
how they collected each clutch.
Moving forward, we want to
use this data to investigate
how climatic variables interact
with egg colour — as well as
whether a female’s diet
impacts egg colour. Eggciting stuff!
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EDITOR’S CHIRP
Lorna Greenwood
Some memories of Lorna Greenwood from
Beth Hackland:
I'm so sad to hear of Lorna's passing. What a
character she was – always cheerful and full of
fun. She was a member of the bird club with
Lorna was a keen birder, binoculars always
close by, and attended most outings, no matter
what. She was always at the evening slide
shows, where she cheerfully greeted members
on arrival. She was never lost for a word and
was a great storyteller. Lorna also joined many
Sunday outings and most of the weekend trips.
She served on the committee as the treasurer and found venues, and organised the
Christmas lunch for many years. The committee met at her home, and we had a lot
of fun and laughter before the meeting actually got underway. I was very sad to hear
of her illness and see her slow decline, but her sense of humour never failed. The
last time I saw her was in mid-2019, but I know that she was still able to attend the
following two Christmas functions.

She is remembered by me and by all Cuckoos who knew her with great fondness
and affection.

Beth Hackland

Your committee has a arranged a
donation of R1000.00 in memory of
Lorna and her contribution to CBC.
The donation has been given to
Melissa Whitecross, who recently led
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an outing to the Woodmead Country Club. Melissa asked for her fee to be donated
to a BirdLife project – her favourite bird is the Secretary Bird, so it’s likely that this
will benefit from her research.
Vacancy
There is still a place for someone to take over from Janet Sheldon-Heeg on the
front desk. Your club needs you! Think of all the people you’ll meet and still be able
to join the meeting! Please contact Mo Bellis if you’d like to find out more.
(info@thecuckoobirdclub.org.za)
Newsletter

The newsletters that get the best reception are those that have photos, articles and reports
from our members. A photo and a few lines will do if time is short – you have an audience
out there that’s looking forward to hearing from you! (Maybe you could make a New Year’s
resolution to submit at least one item next year?)
Thanks to all who contributed during 2021 – Mo, Dennis, Steve, John, other committee
members and birders who shared their weekend trips and trips away.
The committee would like to wish all our Cuckoos a very happy, tranquil and safe holiday
season. We are all looking forward to new and exciting trips and meetings in the new year.
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WEB PAGES
An inspirational story from Benin
Songhaï: A 'zero waste' agricultural system to increase food security in Africa
Alex Jennings
Maybe we should think twice before feasting on seafood…
UK report concludes crabs, octopuses and lobsters are sentient beings (newatlas.com)
The following pages show some of the best photos of 2021 – but what amazing photos!
The best of the Pano Awards – the world’s most spectacular photo contest (newatlas.com)

On the hunt with the 2021 Nature InFocus Photo Contest winners (newatlas.com)

Portraits of the past in the best historical photography of 2021 (newatlas.com)

Highlights from the 2021 Wildlife Photographer of the Year Awards (newatlas.com)

The best of the 2021 Close-up Photographer of the Year Awards (newatlas.com)

Here’s one specially for the Marion Island travellers but I’m sure there are lots of albatross
fans out there!
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/albatross-divorce-rate-rises-as-the-oceanwarms/
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COMMITTEE
Chair

John Blackmore

Secretary

Mo Bellis

Treasurer

Alex Jennings

Day Outings

Bev Williams

Weekends Away

Marion Melville

Speakers

John Blackmore

Newsletter

Penny Clemson

OFFICE BEARERS
Facebook Page

Jan Walker

Front Desk

Vacancy

Equipment

Lester Niss

Help with Day Outings

Debbie Jennings

Technical Support/Online Host

Mike Hamilton

CONTACT: info@thecuckoobirdclub.org.za

BANKING DETAILS
Cuckoo Bird Club
Standard Bank Sandton City
Branch code 051 001
Account number 023 212 934
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